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ABSTRACT 

Large microwave insults, at a frequency of 2450 MHz, have been applied 
to deep-frozen adult canine kidneys, fetal mouse hearts and tissue culture cells, 
causing controlled temperature changes at rates up to 300°C/min, from -196°C 
to 23 ± 12°C. This paper describes the two microwave systems which have 
been used for heating a number of different biological samples, ranging in volume 
from 2 to 10 ml, and presents some of the results obtained, together with the 
method used. 

The electrical activity of fetal mouse hearts, recovered from -196°C by 
microwave heating, has survived in a high percentage of cases. The hearts were 
taken from 17 to 19 day old embryos, frozen in 5 ml samples of Minimum 
Essential Medium with 25 mm Hepes buffer, 10% dimethyl sulfoxide and 
10% fetal calf serum. Subsequent subcutaneous implantation in the ear of 
syngeneic adult mice was used; in this way electrical activity has been studied 
for periods up to 35 days. Resumption of electrical activity is obtained by 
microwave and water bath thawing. Tissue culture cells will also withstand 
rapid thawing in a resonant microwave system operating at very high (near 
breakdown) field strengths. Uniform microwave thawing of adult frozen canine 
kidneys has been obtained at rates between 100 and 300°C/min from -79°C. 
It is now possible to control the heating to an end point of 23°C with a variation 
across the organ of < ± 12°C, providing prior perfusion of the organ was 
complete. Although subsequent functional success has not yet been achieved with 
frozen thawed canine kidneys, certain areas of viable tissue, with vascular 
integrity, have been observed. 
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Introduction 
The use of energy in the microwave spectrum provides a method of con

trolling the rate and uniformity of heating of deep-frozen materials. If deep 
frozen human organs are ever to be recovered from low temperature storage 
banks, microwave thawing techniques have to be· considered. A study of the 
biological effects of microwave heating on nucleated cells in the range from 
-196°C to +35°C, is an essential step in the search for methods of viable 
organ preservation. 

High survival rates for several cell types in tissue culture protected with 
5% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or 5% (v/v) glycerol thawed by short 
wave diathermy (27 MHz) have been reported by Silver et al [27]. Microwave 
and short wave (2450 and 27 MHz) thawing of canine kidneys have been 
briefly reported by Lehr et al [18], but, so far, there have been no reports of 
the recovery of viability and function of deep frozen ( -196 °C) kidneys, by 
any of the freezing and thawing regimens used. A recent report of success with 
canine kidneys recovered from -22°C is encouraging [7]. 

Thawing of biological materials is conventionally achieved in a water bath. 
A high degree of success has been obtained with cells of many types and certain 
multicellular structures [22]. Skin and cornea are ·preserved clinically in the 
deep frozen state [31, 25]; in fact, an encouraging number of advances have 
recently been made in the preservation of other multicellular structures using 
water bath thawing. The cryobiological methods used have been described in a 
number of books [37, 31] and an excellent review of freezing phenomena has 
been given recently by Mazur [21]. Chick embryo heart anlage has survived 
freezing for short periods in liquid nitrogen [9] using ethylene glycol (EG) as 
a cryoprotective agent. Whittingham, Leibo and Mazur [36] froze 2 - 8 cell 
mouse embryos to -196°C and -269°C at slow cooling rates (0.3 to 20°C/min) 
and then thawed them slowly at rates of 4° to 25°C/min in a water bath, with 
subsequent development of 50 - 70% of 2500 such embryos into blastocysts on 
culture. When these were placed in pseudo-pregnant mothers, 65 % became 
implanted as pregnancies, and of these over 40% became fetuses or went to term. 
The cryoprotective agent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), at 1 m concentration, was 
about twice as effective as an equal concentration of glycerol. These particular 
compounds penetrate all membranes, reduce the free water content and thereby 
the damage from high concentrations of intra and extracellular solutes that 
would otherwise be present at that temperature. Optimum cooling rates have 
been established in many cases. 

Supercooled adult hearts have resumed beating [32, 2, 17] but prior to the 
work of Offerijns and Krijen in 1972 [24] and Rapatz in 1970 [28], attempts 
to freeze adult mammalian hearts had met with little success. A detailed review 
of the subject has been given by Luyet [19]. Rapatz [28] obtained partial 
resumption of activity in all parts of adult frog hearts after freezing to below 
-55°C, using EG as a cryoprotective agent. Offerijns and Krijen [24] added 
DMSO to perfusates of isolated adult rat hearts. With super-cooling to tem
peratures not below -18°C all hearts survived in 2.1 M DMSO. With freezing 
to -30°C, young rat hearts (10 - 16 days old) also recovered, but older hearts 
did not, possibly because of a lower tolerance of adult hearts to high concentrations 
of extracellular NaCl. Other organs have withstood supercooling. 

The small, fully differentiated heart also provides a convenient model for 
studying the effects of microwave thawing. Not only is it possible to determine the 
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effects of the insult at different power levels, the method of controlled thawing 
may have immediate applications in, for example, the preservation of adult 
heart valves, the selective preservation of certain cells, improved preservation 
techniques for embryos in animal husbandry, muscle in general, and eventually, 
help to determine whether or not the kidney, the organ in greatest transplant 
need, can be preserved indefinitely. The kidney is probably the greatest challenge 
to preservation engineering today. In this paper, our methods and experiences 
in these laboratories are briefly described, for work at the cell level, with the 
fetal mouse heart, and with canine kidneys. The histological, microfil, oxygen 
and para-amino-hippurate studies on frozen-thawed canine kidneys have been 
described elsewhere recently [26]. All data and photographic information are 
available [38]. 

Microwave Heating System Design 
In microwave biology studies, waveguide systems are preferable as the fields 

are known. Multimode cavities are unsatisfactory in this respect but in thawing 
applications, where the geometry of the material is often irregular, their use 
is indicated in many cases. The results described in this paper were obtained 
in two multimode cavities, both designed in an attempt to optimize the uniformity 
of heating in organs, as well as to control the rate of heating. However, we 
regard the waveguide applicator, with an optical control system on the sample, 
and possibly fed by two magnetrons through circulators, as the most promising 
for further studies. Fairly complex systems, either resonant or non-resonant, 
appear to be required to achieve uniformity and predictability of heating. There 
are many theoretical and practical aspects of microwave heating systems which 
have not been studied in this regard. 

The two resonant microwave systems which have been used were cubic 
structures, the basic design following that of the conventional microwave oven. 
The smaller unit, a 10" cube, coupled to a lKW, 2450 MHz magnetron, 
was used for thawing tissue culture cells. A larger volume oven was required for 
thawing organs by our method: a 17" cube coupled to a 2 KW, 2.45 GHz 
magnetron, as shown in Figure 1. 

Both systems were equipped with rotating turntables on which the samples 
were placed. In the larger cavity, the turntable was oscillated as well as rotated, 
through a drive shaft powered from two independent external electric motors. 
Rotation speeds were 20 rpm and the oscillation rate was selected between 20 
and 30 cycles per min. The turntables and drive shafts were made of teflon, 
a durable material which does not absorb microwave energy. Heating times 
were determined experimentally in advance; samples that were not recovered 
in the range O to 40°C were rejected. Heating rates were selected to be similar 
to those obtained in a water bath with 2 to 5 ml samples but lower rates are 
easily obtained in practice by reducing the amount of microwave power, and the 
limits of these systems for samples in the volume range 2 to 100 ml were found 
to be 50 to 500°C/min in initial experiments. Perfused, frozen kidneys were 
immersed in a 1 litre teflon container filled with fluorocarbon, the material 
which was also used for perfusing the organ in the initial freezing stage. A 
groove was made in the turntable to hold the unit. Organs frozen by the method 
shown diagramatically in Figure 2 were placed in the fluorocarbon, the initial 
temperature of which was +4 °C. Fluorocarbon does not absorb any significant 
amount of microwave energy. 
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Figure 1 Microwave 
Thawing System. The 
two turntables are shown 
at the top through the 
open cavity door. The 
drive mechanism, power 
supplies and magnetron 
are shown in the lower 
part of the illustration. 

Figure 2 Schematic 
diagram of the cooling 
system. 
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Cubic structures have the greatest number of modes of resonance and 
appear a logical first choice; the first appreciable mode density, around 2450 MHz, 
occurs with a 10" cube, and increases to an effective mean value of one mode 
per MHz with a 17" empty cubic structure [12]. In practice the magnetrons 
used have a bandwidth of about 15 MHz so that an appreciable number of 
modes are coupled by a distributed radiator. A folded stripline antenna was used 
as the radiator [13], the size and position of the actual design being determined 
experimentally. The choice of designs was arbitrary; considerable theoretical 
work along the lines described by Ketterer et al [16] is essential. As these 
authors point out, it may be necessary to combine 915 and 2450 MHz heating 
in order to obtain adequate uniformity of heating. In order to achieve a reasonable 
degree of uniformity of thawing with 2450 MHz source we have found it 
essential, so far, to rotate the material in two planes and to accept the fact that the 
mean reflected power back to the magnetron is about 50%. Thus, we have 
made a practice of using magnetrons at about half their rated output power. 
We have also increased the wall loss by using perforated metal linings, as 
seen in Figure 1. This decreases the energy conversion efficiency of the cavity 
but allows for a wider range of loads without causing excessive amounts of 
power reflected back to the magnetron. The average microwave power density 
within an organ can be determined from the specific heat ( a mean value of 
about 0.8 has been determined), the temperature rise and the time. 

The 17" cubic cavity was used for thawing canine kidneys and fetal hearts, 
conditions which represent very different degrees of loading. For thawing tissue 
culture cells, we were interested in applying very high field strengths, to determine 
the effect on their survival. The smaller cavity was used for this; in the absence 
of a load, corona discharge was detected around the teflon shaft at 1 KW 
input power. Rotating two 2ml samples in the oven, with a 50 ml water load 
in one corner of the cavity gave rise to a significant preferential heating of 
these samples, at the same time reducing the reflected power back to the 
magnetron to about 50%. The preferential heating mechanism is not understood 
but is being investigated. The electric field strengths in the cavity have not been 
measured but it is assumed that peak values are in the range 1000 to 10,000 
volts/cm. 

The systems used for the initial work lack refinement and the approach 
is entirely experimental. For our initial purposes the systems have worked 
to the extent of providing rapid, reasonably uniform thawing and some basic 
data. A travelling wave heating system, incorporating forward and reflected power 
meters to control power density in the samples, together with an optical sensing 
device to detect the thawing point, has been recently built. Initial measurements 
on this system indicate that the microwave heating rate of the materials used 
increases very rapidly just below 0°C. Our objective here is to study the effect 
of electric field strength on tissue viability. The fetal heart, in both the frozen 
and unfrozen state, may provide a useful method of studying this critical para
meter. In the work reported here using cavities we have operated at a mean 
heating rate which approximately corresponds to that obtained with 2ml samples 
thawed in a 35°C water bath. However, the initial and final rates are quite 
different due to the changing dielectric properties of the liquids and tissue, 
which are very dependent on the perfusate, the cryoprotective agents (pronounced 
in the case of DMSO) and the structure of the ice present. The mean absorbed 
power densities were of the order of 10 watts/cc in the majority of cases. 
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Microwave Thawing of Tissue Culture Cells 

Methods 

(a) Tissue Cultures. Chinese hamster cells (Puck Strain A) were used 
to assess the relative viability of microwave thawing in comparison with a 35°C 
water bath. The techniques of cell growth, handling, and culturing are exactly 
those described in previous work by our colleagues [2] and involved scoring 
colony formation 8 - 9 days after the plating of single cells. 

(b) Freezing Regimen. Cell suspensions (2 ml) in ampoules with either 
DMSO (5% and 10%, v/v) or DMSO (5%) with hydroxyethyl starch (5% ), 
were frozen in solid CO 2 with alcohol for at least 30 min. Seeding was not used. 
The cooling rate was approximately 20°C/min as defined by the time taken for the 
sample to reach -70°C from 23°C when the temperature was measured, in 
a duplicate, with a copper-constantan thermocouple. 

(c) Microwave Thawing Apparatus. The 2ml frozen samples, in vitro, were 
placed in an insulating styrofoam container ( transparant to the microwave 
field) and rotated at 15 rpm by a teflon rod connected to an external electric 
motor. Certain procedures were taken to protect the microwave generator, as 
the sample absorbed only about 1 % of the available power: in the majority of tests 
a 50 ml sample of water at 20°C was placed in the oven. A thermal sensor was 
also used to protect the microwave generator, which is capable of withstanding 
very high reflected power for short periods. 

The transfer time of a sample from the ice bath to the heater was less 
than 10 sec. After heating, the temperature of the 2ml sample was recorded 
within 5 sec by a sterilized thermocouple. About 50% of the samples were heated 
to a useful final temperature, between O and 40°C. Others were rejected, if 
the measured final temperatures were higher than 40°C. Multiple samples and 
unfrozen controls were assayed. Microwave thawing rates between 100 and 
250°C/min (from - 79 to + 10°C) were used and compared to the colony 
survival rates with 115°C/min water bath thawing. 

Results 

The results, which have been presented and discussed in detail previously 
[35], demonstrate very clearly that no disadvantages to microwave thawing 
procedures, with a cell system, are apparent if the final temperature is below 
about 10°C. Thus, the rapid absorption of microwave energy appears acceptable. 
Survival figures as good as, or better than, those realized with standard thawing 
procedures can be achieved for Chinese hamster cells. Twice the conventional 
thawing rate is acceptable and it is to be noted that, theoretically, this is relatively 
independent of sample shape and size. However, this statement must be qualified 
as the heating rates in different temperature ranges are quite different, and yet 
to be measured. 

Microwave Thawing of Fetal Mouse Hearts 

The fully differentiated fetal heart of the mouse can be reimplanted in the ear 
of an adult syngeneic mouse and studied electrically over a long period of 
time. Immunologically, this is equivalent to transplanation between identical 
twins in man. Microwave energy (at 2450 MHz) was used as one method 
of thawing and compared to thawing in a water bath. 
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Materials and Methods 

Heart Transplant. Hearts were removed from Balb-c fetuses obtained at 16 
- 18 days gestation. The hearts at this time measure approximately 1 mm 
in diameter and beat rhythmically. Following thawing, the embryonic hearts 
were implanted directly into the ear of adult syngeneic mice anesthetized by 
nembutal. The anterior aspect of the ear was injected subcutaneously with 
0.1 ml of saline. The injection causes the two layers of skin to separate and thus 
form a pocket for the fetal heart. A small incision was made to introduce the 
fetal heart into the subcutaneous space. Fetal hearts implanted in this manner 
are nourished by the surrounding tissue fluid until abundant capillary supply 
is formed some days after grafting [8, 5, 14, 15]. DMSO was not removed before 
implantation in the ear, as it was felt that the concentration used (10% v /v) 
would not harm the tissue, and would slowly diffuse into the host. 

Freezing. The fetal hearts were placed in various prechilled solutions, some 
of which contained the cryoprotective agent DMSO (10% v/v). The final 
composition of the solutions containing DMSO was obtained by slowly adding 
the DMSO over a twenty minute period, after the hearts had first been 
placed in the DMSO deficient solutions. 5 ml glass vials of the various solutions, 
each containing one heart, were then immediately placed in a prechilled freezing 
unit (Linde B-4-1). The freezing rate was maintained between 0.5 and 0.7°C/min, 
by a thermocouple control system, down to -100°C. The samples were then 
placed in liquid nitrogen vapor and cooled at 5 - 10°C/min down to -196°C. 
They were stored for 72 - 216 hrs. at -196°C before being rewarmed. 

Thawing Process. Frozen hearts were rewarmed either by placing the 5 ml 
vials in a 35°C water bath, thereby raising the temperature at a rate of 
~150°C/min or in the microwave system described, and shown in Figure 1. 
Two or four samples were thawed at a time. Additional stationary water samples 
were included in the cavity to protect the magnetron, as previously described. 
In these experiments, mean heating rates of 200°C/min were used to thaw the 
hearts from -196°C to 10°C ± 10°C. 

Assay of Gr.aft Function. It is not possible to assess the pump action of 
the graft; however, the electrical property was evaluated by electrocardiography 
and contractility could be seen with a magnifying glass through the skin of the 
external ear. The leads of the ECG machine were attached to the anesthetized 
test animal by means of small clips. A small clip was also attached to the mouse 
ear containing the fetal heart and connected proximally to the V-lead or search 
electrode of the machine. As seen in Figure 3, the electrical activity of both 
the adult heart (b) and that of the fetal heart (a) can be recorded simultaneously 
as two distinct sets of rhythmic electrical activities. (For a detailed description 
of the technique, see Jirsch, Kraft and Diener [ 14]) . 

Results 

As controls, Balb-c mice received direct syngeneic ear transplants of unfrozen 
fetal hearts. 95 % of these control transplants had electrical activity by the 5th 
day and continued to function for periods in excess of 90 days. In previous 
experiments [14] electrical activity of similar unfrozen transplants had existed 
for periods in excess of one year. 

Activity of the frozen-thawed hearts was monitored at intervals over the 
period of 6 to 30 days after implantation. As in the control groups, those hearts 
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Figure 3 A typical 
ECG showing normal 
mouse complexes (arrow 
b) at approximately 
250 beat/min, with the 
slower superimposed 
fetal heart rhytym 
(arrow a). 

which had survived the initial period after grafting continued to beat indefinitely, 
i.e. up to 100 days. There were no differences detectable in electrical activity 
between control implants and those which had survived freeze-thawing; however, 
the electrical complex recorded is only a simple biphasic deflection in either 
instance. 

The results [27] showed that suspending solutions containing Eagle's MEM 
or McCoy's Sa, with 10% fetal calf serum, 10% dimethyl sulfoxide, and Hepes 
buffer, gave rise to significant survival rates. In contrast, solutions not containing 
either Hepes buffer, fetal calf serum or DMSO did not give rise to survival 
of the fetal hearts initially1• Pooling the results for the first of the above solutions, 
the overall survival between 6 - 15 days was 37 of 55 hearts frozen, thawed and 
implanted, or 67%, and at more than 30 days was 32 of 54, or 59%. It was 
found (a) that DMSO and fetal calf serum are useful components for survival 
of fetal mouse hearts exposed to freeze-thaw injury, (b) that microwave thawing 
is as effective as thawing in a water bath, and encourages the hope that it may 
be effective with larger tissues where water bath thawing would certainly be 
ineffective, and ( c) that this model can be used, in future work, to assess different 
cryoprotective agents and freeze-thawing techniques on survival of a multicellular 
organ which is at or near the upper limit of size for nutritional survival by 
diffusion and neo-capillary ingrowth, i.e. at or near the upper limit of size for 
survival without the need for direct vascular anastomosis at time of graft 
implantation. 

The electric field strength experienced by the hearts during thawing in our 
case would be expected to vary from a peak value of O to a few thousand 
volts/cm as the 1 mm organ in the 5 ml sample is rotated randomly through 
the resonant electromagnetic fields of the cavity. Only a very small fraction of 
the stored energy in the cavity is absorbed in the heart and the solution in which 

1 We have subsequently found that fetal calf serum may not be essential. Glycerol has also been used 
successfully as a cryoprotective agent, providing that a longer diffusion time is allowed. 
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it is frozen. The absorption of energy increases very rapidly above -10°C; in 
a microwave cavity it is not possible to monitor the rate between, for example, 
-60 and -15 °C (possibly the most critical range in freezing and thawing). 
Consequently, we established a mean rate (from -196°C to + 10°C) slightly 
above that possible in a water bath in order to make a comparison: the rates for 
the water bath and the microwave thawed heart should be about the same in the 
-60 to -15°C range. Statistically, with a limited number of hearts, there is 
no significant difference between the two methods of thawing. A histological 
analysis of the multiple insults of freezing, thawing and implantation is being 
made; no gross abnormalities have been observed; we feel that the procedure 
may be useful for studying other forms of microwave insult, in particular those 
associated with low power pulsed microwave signals. 

Microwave Thawing of Kidneys and Kidney Slices 
So far we have evidence that the microwave insult is acceptable to one type 

of nucleated cell and mouse late-fetal hearts at temperatures at below and just 
above zero. The difficulty of extending these freezing and thawing techniques 
to large masses or organized tissue is very apparent [ 1]. Different cells may 
require different freezing and thawing rates and may be susceptible to different 
concentrations of cryoprotective agents [21]. Complete perfusion of an organ 
also poses problems. All these factors mitigate against the eventual recovery 
of whole organs from the deep frozen state: results prior to last year have not 
been encouraging [4, 10, 11, 20], but the situation is changing [7, 26]. 

In attempting to design a complete freeze-thaw system, our objective has 
been to use the most promising perfusates in a system which allows for the 
controlled variation of the basic parameters, uniform freezing and thawing rates. If 
controlled, uniform freezing and thawing cannot be obtained, there seems little 
purpose in other experiments on whole organ preservation. 

The freezing system, shown in Figure 2, is rate controlled by the thermo
couples. The complete procedures is shown in Figure 4. The choice of DMSO 
is a logical start as it is the most penetrating cryoprotective agent known. 
Fluorocarbon was chosen for subsequent perfusion at temperatures below +4 °C 
as it is biologically and physicochemically acceptable [34, 23, 30, 33], and 
will perfuse through part of the critical tissue freezing range (-15 to -40°C) 
without requiring abnormally high perfusion pressures. A typical flow rate of 
lOcc/min was obtained at -35°C and 200 mmHg. As DMSO and intracellular 
electrolytes are insoluble in fluorocarbon (FC47, 3 M.Coli) it is assumed that 
these substances are not removed. Cooling only proceeded if the temperature 
differential between the thermocouple probes in the kidney was L:. 5°C; this 
resulted in an average rate of 1 °C/min from +4 to -40°C. At about -40°C, 
environmental cooling was then used down to - 79°C at the same rate. Thermo
couples were removed at this temperature and the organs stored for periods 
between 3 hrs and several days in dry ice at - 79°C. A similar freezing regimen 
was used for a series of tests on thin, unperfused, kidney slices, with storage at 
-79 or -196°C. 

For thawing, the frozen kidneys were placed individually in a teflon holder, 
and clamped into position gently by teflon bolts. This assembly, immersed in 
fluorocarbon, was then heated in the system shown in Figure 1. The input 
microwave power was raised to 1.5 KW over a period of 3 seconds and then 
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Figure 4 Experimental procedures. 

in the experiments reported here, that power maintained for the required time. This 

incident power level, with 80g to 100g canine kidneys resulted in a thawing 
rate between 100 and 200°C/min. Other thawing regimens have been used 

but we have so far no reason to reject this one, although we would like to 
improve the uniformity of the final temperature to within ± 2 °C. After thawing, 

kidneys were perfused with Ringer's lactate containing either 10% DMSO or 
10% Mannitol initially and then Ringer's lactate by itself. This perfusion step 

was calculated to displace the hyperosmolar fluorocarbon from the vascular tree 
and remove DMSO from the hyperosmolar interstitial and intracellular fluid 
by diffusion without subjecting the cells to too great an osmotic gradient2• 

Some experiments were terminated at this point and the thawed organs studied 

for temperature gradient. In experiments where DMSO was removed, Ringer's 
lactate containing 10% DMSO was first perfused for 10 minutes followed by 
a 10 minute perfusion with Ringer's alone. Mannitol in decreasing concentrations 
was also used to remove the DMSO while at the same time minimizing the 
osmotic gradient across the cell wall. The Transfer time from the frozen container 
to the microwave system was typically 2 minutes; the thawing time was of the 
order of 1 minute. The total time that the kidney had been maintained without 
normal circulation in this procedure above 4°C was about 1 hr before subsequent 

manipulations for microfil injection histology or reimplantation. 

Uniformity of heating within reasonable limits has been achieved if, and only 
if, the original perfusion of the kidney was complete. Areas of poor perfusion 
can be easily seen as pink areas after slicing after thawing and are critically 

2 We have subsequently revised our procedure, following the techniques described by Dietzman (7) and 

our own observations on the importance of slowly removing DMSO. (Added in press). 

J 
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dependent upon the handling of the organ prior to freezing. A vasodilator 
( dibenzylene) was injected into the dog prior to nephrectomy. After removal 
each kidney was rinsed for 5 minutes with lactated Ringer's (Baxter) at 25 °C. 
When whole kidneys were to be frozen, dimeythl sulfoxide was added to the 
Ringer's in a two-step perfusion process. 10% (v/v) DMSO in Ringer's was 
perfused for 10 minutes followed by 20% (v/v) DMSO in Ringer's for a 
further 10 minutes. During this period when the kidney was taking up DMSO 
from perfusates at either 4 or 25°C, it was immersed in a bath of lactated 
Ringer's at 45°C. If the procedure described above was not in any way satisfactory, 
the organ was rejected. A number of experiments were performed to determine 
the required heating time for a· given weight and then, providing the perfusion 
had been complete, final temperatures in the range 23 ± 12°C were obtained. 
In a number of cases, this range mas maintained except for small areas which 
had failed to perfuse completely. It was decided that an average final temperature 
of 20°C would allow for variations of ± 15°C with a factor of safety. We feel 
that this can be achieved now, if the perfusion is complete but may represent 
too great a temperature variation. Temperatures were recorded by hemi-secting 
the kidneys and probing with thermocouples beneath the surface, looking partic
ularly for areas that were frozen. In all cases these were determined in areas 
which showed signs of blood and an absence of perfusion. Some typical tem
perature maps are shown in Figure 5. 

Unfrozen kidneys. To study the microwave insult and the effects of the 
cryoprotective agents, some kidneys were not frozen. They were cooled and 
perfused to +4 °C by the method described and then immediately rewarmed 
in the microwave system to an acceptable final temperature. 

Microfil Injection. This injection technique was used to outline the micro
circulation of kidneys frozen-thawed by the methods described. Microfil is a 
catylisal silastic rubber, which will pass through the glomeruli and post-glomerular 
capillary circulation into the venous system. The kidney was sliced after the 
microfil had set, dehydrated with increasing concentrations of alcohol and 
then made transparent with methyl salicylate. Photographic records were taken 
at a magnification of 40 to 65X. The histological and microfil studies have 
been reported [26]. 

Reimplantation. One kidney, which was deemed to have been frozen and 
thawed to the best of the above criteria, was reimplanted for 5 days and then 
removed for histologic and microfil examination. Other kidneys were reconnected 
externally to the femoral artery and the vein of the same dog and allowed to 
perfuse for 3 - 4 hrs. Assessment of this tissue, after blood recirculation, was 
in accord with the usual pathologic criteria. As might be expected, after re
circulation, evidence of tissue damage was much greater than could be detected 
by histology of thawed tissue prior to reperfusion with normal blood. 

Results 
A group of kidneys which were not frozen but had been permeated with 

the protective agent, followed by perfusion at 4 °C with FC4 7 and warmed in 
the microwave system, showed what was judged to be near normal histology 
and assessed as 'viable' after being anastomosed via the femoral artery in the 
vein of the same dog for a number of hours. The vascularity of the kidney after 
microfil injection was judged to be normal. 

7 
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Figure 5 Typical temperature maps obtained by probing beneath the surface of hemi
sected kidneys immediately after thawing from -79°C. The worst (most extreme) values 
are shown in °C. Complete perfusion is essential: non-perfused areas are shown hatched. 
The ureter and cortex were externally filled with fluorocarbon before freezing commenced. 

Kidneys thawed from --79°C at rates between 100 and 200°C/min showed 
possible satisfactory temperature profiles if the perfusion was complete, Figure 
5. Overheating of the external ureter was seen on several kidneys. Complete 
perfusion of all the areas of the kidney with fluorocarbon presents a continuing 
problem. 

The kidney reimplanted in the groin of the same dog after a complete freeze
thaw cycle, as indicated in Figure 4, was examined after 5 days. Although the 
external appearance was completely normal and no inflammation had occurred, 
damage to the microcirculation was subsequently apparent. In isolated areas 
glomeruli and capillaries were well preserved indicating that the blood was being 
perfused through the organ. Other parts of the kidney showed gross damage, 
and, in fact, could not be properly injected with microfil. At no time was there 
evidence that the kidney was capable of forming urine. 
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An extensive series of tests on kidney slices has indicated damage other 
than that seen in the whole kidney tests on the microvascular system. Unfrozen 
slices were used to compare the effects of Cross solution, 10 and 15% DMSO 
in Cross solution and Culture Medium 199 (Bio-Cult Labs, Glasgow) with 
and without 10% fetal calf serum and Hepes buffer. It has been found that 
10 and 15% DMSO in Cross solution prior to Warburg incubation had little 
effect on PAH and 0 2 uptake. PAH uptake was significantly lower in the other 
solutions. Slices which were frozen in these solutions and warmed by water 
bath or microwaves at different heating rates also had good uptake of 0 2 but 
PAH uptake was poor. Abbott [1] has reported similar findings with water 
bath thawing. Histological examination of all slices, frozen or normal, has proved 
difficult and unreliable. PAH is the most sensitive index of tubular cell viability 
and these tests have failed to show preservation with frozen-thawed slices. 3 

Our histological studies, with microfil sections and thawing profiles, have been 
published elsewhere for a series of kidney and kidney slice experiments [26]. We 
have clearly demonstrated the difficulty in assaying damage due to the freeze-thaw 
insults, in line with the experiences of Abbott [l]. So far we have no definite 
reason to reject microwave thawing at the organ level, and we have established 
a system which should allow the study of the many phenomena associated with 
freeze-thaw insults at the cell and organ level. The fact that some nucleated cells 
and one very small multicellular organ will survive a series of gross insults 
of this type is encouraging. 
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Microwave Thawing of Tissue Culture Cells1 

W. A. G. VOSS, C. WARBY, R. RAJOTTE, AND M. J. ASHWOOD-SMITH 
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The University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada and Department of Biology, 

University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada 

A study of the effect of rapid thawing on cells 
is an essential step in the search for methods of 
viable preservation of organs. Some of the prob
lems encountered in the freezing and thawing of 
kidneys have been discussed by Halazs et al. 
(3). The effects of different cryoprotective 
agents for whole organ preservation have been 
reviewed by Guttman et al. (2) and, in a more 
general context, by Mazur (6). Cryoprotective 
agents of low and high molecular weight and of 
low toxicity have been investigated recently for 
tissue culture cells by Ashwood-Smith et al. (1). 
High survival rates for several cell types in tissue 
culture protected with 5% (w/v) dimethyl sulf
oxide (DMSO) or 5% (w/v) glycerol thawed by 
short-wave diathermy (27 MHz) have been re
ported by Silver et al. (8). 

Interest has recently centered on microwave 
diathermy at a frequency of 2450 MHz for 
thawing organs (7); uniform, rapid, and con
trollable heating, without contacting electrodes, 
is possible for canine kidneys with microwave 
power when the perfusate contains fluorocarbon 
and DMSO (7). Low concentrations of DMSO 
have the effect of increasing the microwave heat
ing rate. The use of frequencies in the range 
500-3000 MHz appears to offer the greatest 
promise for the eventual defreezing of organs 
from storage banks at very low temperatures, if 
such preservation and storage is at all possible. 
Fundamental to these attempts at organ preser
vation is the effect of the microwave insult, 
when the power coupled to the organ is of the 
order of 10 W /cc in the presence of high electric 
field strengths in the resonant cavity of a micro
wave oven. In this paper we compare the viabil-
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Victoria and supported by grants from the Medi
cal Research Council of Canada, Grant MA4055, 
and the National Research Council of Canada, 
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ity of tissue culture cells thawed in a microwave 
oven from -79°C to temperatures between 0 
and 40°C at comparable rates to those obtaina
ble in a water bath at 35°C (the orthodox 
method of thawing for most cell systems). 

METHODS 

a. Tissue Cultures 

Chinese hamster cells (Puck Strain A) were 
used to assess the relative viability of microwave 
thawing in comparison with a 35°C water bath. 
The techniques of cell growth, handling, and cul
turing are exactly those described in previous 
work from this laboratory (1) and involved 
scoring colony formation 8-9 days after the 
plating of single cells. 

b. Freezing Regimen 

Cell suspensions (2 ml) in ampoules with ei
ther DMSO (5% and 10%) or DMSO (5%) and 
hydroxyethyl starch ( 5%), were frozen in solid 
CO, with alcohol for at least 30 min. Seeding 
was not used. The cooling rate was approxi
mately 20°C per minute as defined by the time 
taken for the sample to reach -70°C from 23°C 
when the temperature was measured, in a dupli
cate, with a copper-constantin thermocouple. 

c. Microwave Thawing Apparatus 

Microwave thawing was achieved at rates of 
100-300°C/min in a modified 1-kW microwave 
oven operating at 2.45 X 10• Hz (or cycles per 
sec). The 2-ml frozen samples, in vitro, were 
placed in an insulating styrofoam container 
(transparent to the microwave field) and ro
tated at 15 rpm by a Teflon rod connected to an 
external electric motor. Certain procedures were 
taken to protect the microwave generator, as the 
sample absorbed only about 1 % of the available 
power: in the majority of the tests a 50-ml 
sample of water at 20°C was placed in the oven. 
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TABLE 1 

l\11CROIVAVE THAWING OF CHINESE HAMSTER CELLS FROM -79°C: 8URVIVAL0 

Test Freezing Heating Additive Heating Final Survival ± 
no. rate method0 rate temp (mean Standard 

(°C/min) (OC) no of error 
colonies) 

1 a Unfrozen (Control)) 
r 190 

301 7.6 

b 20°C/min MW I 0 281 24.9 

C 20°c, min MW I I 215 9 245 8.G 

d 20° C/min MW 

J 

10% DMSO ~ 265 29 217 33.0 

e 20°C/min MW 1265 30 150 4.0 

f 20° C/min MW 1280 36 128 20.6 

g 20° C/min MW l290 40 37 3.7 

2 a Unfrozen (Control) 10% PVP 342 11.9 

b Unfrozen (Control) 10% DMSO 448 3.4 

C 20°c, min WB 10% DMSO 115 35 388 19.9 

d 20°C/min MW 10% DMSO 240 13 433 6.0 

e 20°C/min MW 10% DMSO 250 25 414 11.6 

3 a 20°C/min WB 5% DMSO 115 35 287 34.7 

b 20°C/min MW 5% DMSO 218 34 284 7.0 

C 20°C/min MW 5% DMSO 113 11 333 8.6 

d 20°C/min MW 5% DMSO 193 34 305 34.8 

e 20°C/min (115 35 374 35.8 

f 20°C/min MW WBl 5% DMSO + 5% HES ~ 163 35 295 17.7 

g 20°C/min MW l205 27 362 40.1 

Control:Frozen WB None 115 35 45 8.6 

Control MW None 250 25 5 1.6 

0 In all instances between three and five plates per ampoule were assayed. All cells frozen in tissue 

culture media and minimal Eagle's medium plus 10% fetal serum. 

b WB = normal thawing in water bath at 35°C; MW = microwave thawing. 

A thermal sensor was used to protect the micro

wave generator, which is capable of withstand

ing very high reflected power for short periods. 

The microwave heating system is a low-power 

and simplified version of the one used to thaw 

canine kidneys uniformly at comparable rates 

when DMSO is one of the cryoprotective agents 

(7). The oven section is of optimum size and 

cubic, one of the design criteria which enhances 

power coupling and uniformity of heating ( 4). 

The transfer time of a sample from the ice 

bath to the heater was less than 10 sec. After 

heating, the temperature of the 2-ml sample was 

recorded within 5 sec by a sterilized thermocou

ple. About 50% of the samples were heated to a 

useful final temperature, between O and 40°C. 

Others were rejected, if the measured final tem

peratures were higher than 40°C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results are shown in Table 1. With 10% 

DMSO (Tests 1 and 2) the survival after micro

wave heating ranged from 70-95%. Above 0°C, 

it is to be noted that the microwave survival 

tended to decrease as the final measured temper

ature increased. It may, therefore, be advanta

geous to stop the rapid thawing process as soon 

as possible after 0°C. Test 3 shows that, even 

with microwave thawing, 5% DMSO is satisfac

tory and that some additional survival occurs 

when 5% hydroxyethyl starch is present. 

The results presented in this communication 

demonstrate very clearly that no disadvantages 

to microwave thawing procedures, with a cell 

system, are apparent. Thus, the absorption of 

energy resulted in rapid and uniform thawing. 

Survival figures as good as, or better than, those 
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realized with standard thawing procedures can 
be achieved for Chinese hamster cells. Twice the 
conventional thawing rate is acceptable and it is 
to be noted that, theoretically, this is relatively 
independent of sample shape and size. 

Further, the microwave heating technique has 
the advantage over short-wave diathermy that 
contacting electrodes are not required; the han
dling procedure is thus quick and simple. 

SUMMARY 

A comparison is made between microwave and 
water-bath thawing on the survival of tissue cul
ture cells which have been frozen to -79°C 
with DMSO and HES protective agents (freez~ 
ingrate: 20°C per min). The microwave thaw
ing rates, selected in the range 100-300°C/min, 
are comparable to those achieved with a water 
bath (U5°C/min). Microwave thawing is 
stopped at various temperatures between O and 
40°C, and survival, determined by cell plating 
indicated that the microwave thawing is accept
able. Survival rates tend to be highest when the 
rapid microwave thawing terminated at temper
atures just above 0°C. 
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